
Financial Analysis Director
Technical and Engineering Support Division
Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations (DOE)
Various DOE locations
Apply Here

In the race to correct climate change, time is of the essence. OCED is investing billions of dollars
in projects that will play an essential role in achieving the world’s net-zero goals, deploying
next-generation energy technologies across America. If you want to be a significant player in
this space, we’re offering an opportunity you can’t afford to ignore.

The Opportunity
The OCED’s clean energy projects need a financial analysis leader to provide insight on
next-generation strategies and business models. In the role of Financial Analysis Director, your
team will help OCED maximize the financial effectiveness of their clean energy demonstration
projects. The work is of vital importance to the OCED mission, to the business community, and
to the U.S. government at large.

In this role your work will:
● Impact highly sensitive and precedent-setting programs and policies
● Ensure the financial success of projects that improve the overall efficiency of energy

generation, while significantly reducing the environmental impact.
● Drive economic, social, and environmental benefits across the U.S. and the world

Responsibilities
This role will combine analysis (30%), team leadership (25%), communication and spokesperson
(45%) responsibilities:

Analysis:
● Lead in-depth evaluation of the financial, technical, legal, regulatory, and market

attributes of each OCED project
● Lead the team that conducts financial modeling, cost estimating, techno-economic

modeling, and other types of quantitative analysis
● Represent the Technical & Engineering  Support Division on OCED integrated project and

program teams
● Analyze the value propositions of clean energy technologies in various markets
● Identify and evaluate project risks in terms of likelihood of occurrence and severity of

impact based on quantitative models and analyses
● Oversee analysis of technology developments, applications, regulations, tariffs,

competitors, and competitive offerings
● Lead the preparation of analysis memos and presentations
● Interpret the impact of analysis on OCED demonstration projects

https://www.earthpartners.vc/oced-application


Team Leadership:
● Provide leadership and guidance for all staff on execution of project work, including

service contractors, SME’s and specialists from DOE National Laboratories
● Ensure that team operation successfully achieves project deliverables, on time
● Assure growth and development of team members
● Interpret policy, establish priorities
● Build, develop, and lead a high-performing team
● Promote Diversity and Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)

Communication:
● Serve as a principal OCED spokesperson for financial analysis, addressing the future of

OCED technologies, and the impact of commercial development of those technologies
● Coordinate and interact with OCED management, other Departmental offices, and the

National Laboratories
● Communicate analysis findings to internal and external audiences
● Prepare presentations and project status dashboards for senior management
● Participate in conferences and/or other DOE events
● Visit project sites; meet, interview, and analyze management teams as required

Candidate Profile
Our successful candidate will have:

● 8+ years leading finance teams with successful track records of accomplishing
mission objectives

● 5+ years’ experience managing complex project financing
● Detailed knowledge of financing concepts, principles, techniques, and practices
● Detailed knowledge of macroeconomics, investments, banking, capital markets,

international business, financial planning, and management
● Technical knowledge of clean energy provisions such as carbon capture, advanced

nuclear reactors, energy storage, etc.
● Experience applying financial analysis skills to new markets or products in the energy

or infrastructure space
● Experience integrating multidisciplinary analyses (i.e. techno-economic and

emissions life cycle analyses)
● Experience interpreting policy matters and dealing with controversial policy issues
● Demonstrated creativity developing applications to address varied problems
● Knowledge of financial legal documentation and financial software programs
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